A talk regarding “Study opportunities abroad” was organized under the banner of ISTE at RGI on 15th Sep 2016 as a part of ‘Engineer’s Day’ Celebrations. Dr. Bhaba Ranjan Sarmah, Vice President, ISTE and Mr. Soumen Das, Center Director, T.I.M.E. were present to enlighten the final year students of RGI with their motivating speech and words of wisdom. Mr. Das interacted with the students and oriented them on the scope and opportunities of studying abroad. Mr. Sarmah in his short speech did not forget to mention the importance of extracurricular activities which must run parallel with academics for proper nurturing of young dynamic minds of North- Eastern students.

The function started with students of RGI felicitating Dr. Sarmah and Mr. Das with a gamocha as a token of respect. Dr. S. P Singh founder director of RGI and Dr. B. Banerjee principal, RSET were also present.

The function finally concluded with a positive note as the students were immensely benefited by the energy and motivation imbibed into them for considering higher studies abroad.